SHORT FILM COMPETITION 2076
APPLICATION FORM
NAME & DESIGNATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS:1.

......................................................................................

2.

......................................................................................

3.

......................................................................................

4.

......................................................................................

5.

......................................................................................

(USE CAPITAL LETTERS)

FILM TITLE:

ADDRESS:

No. OF TEAM MEMBERS ........................ E MAIL:

CONTACT PERSON: .................................................................................. TELEPHONE(S): ..............................................
(Participants are requested to fill-up all the details compulsorily. These details will be used as Participant's profile of
the Teams.)
I hereby confirm that I have read, understood and accepted all the terms & conditions cited in the application
Form.

..........................
Signature

.......................................................
Name

...........................................
Date

TERMS & CONDITIONS


Teams have to clearly mention the title of the Movie and the Movie should be based on the theme
provided by Nepali Army.



Movie must be submitted before the specified date, 2076/10/20 B.S.



Medium should be Nepali.



The program is solely for the purpose of portraying the contributions made by Nepali Army to Nepal and
the Nepalese society through times of history.



Maximum number of members in a team should be five.



In case of the postponement of the event due to unavoidable circumstances, Organizers will immediately
inform all concerned about the next date and venue of the event. Previous agreement will remain effective.



Any inconvenience and problem of difficulty will be solved by mutual discussions and understanding among
representative (s) of the Team and Organizer.



Decisions made by the organizers will be final for any disputes.



The top ten movies will be screened in different parts of Nepal.



Organizers will hold the copyright for all the movies.



Movie which has been previously screened will not qualify for this event.

Rules


The Movie should be based on creating a positive image of the Nepali Army.



The Movie should be of 10 to 20 minutes.



The Movie should not be copied from any other sources. In case of such act, the movie will be disqualified.



The Movie should not contain speech and visual vulgarity.



The Movie should not be offensive to any concerning subjects.



The Movie should be in CD/DVD.

